Developmental neuronal remodeling is crucial for proper wiring of the adult nervous system. While remodeling of individual neuronal populations has been studied, how neuronal circuits remodel-and whether remodeling of synaptic partners is coordinated-is unknown. We found that the Drosophila anterior paired lateral (APL) neuron undergoes stereotypic remodeling during metamorphosis in a similar time frame as the mushroom body (MB) ɣ-neurons, with whom it forms a functional circuit. By simultaneously manipulating both neuronal populations, we found that cell-autonomous inhibition of ɣ-neuron pruning resulted in the inhibition of APL pruning in a process that is mediated, at least in part, by Ca 2+
INTRODUCTION
Neuronal remodeling is a widespread and conserved strategy used to sculpt neural circuits and is essential for the development of both vertebrate and invertebrate nervous systems (Luo and O'Leary, 2005) . Remodeling of neuronal connections often includes degenerative events, such as synapse elimination and neurite pruning, as well as regenerative events, such as axon and dendrite regrowth. Due to mechanistic similarities between neuronal remodeling and both Wallerian degeneration and dying back neurodegenerative diseases (Yaron and Schuldiner, 2016) , an understanding of developmental neuronal remodeling has the potential to shed a broader light on how neurites are eliminated during both development and disease.
In addition, defects in neuronal remodeling have been suggested to underlie a wide range of neuropsychiatric disorders, such as autism and schizophrenia (Cocchi et al., 2016; Thomas et al., 2016) . Recently, studies have shown that molecular mechanisms used during developmental synaptic elimination also play a role in the progression of diseases such as schizophrenia and Alzheimer's disease (Hong et al., 2016; Sekar et al., 2016) . Therefore, it seems likely that uncovering the mechanisms underlying developmental neuronal remodeling could also provide insights into the cause of some neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders.
A unique system to study neuronal remodeling at the cellular and molecular levels is the stereotypic remodeling of the Drosophila melanogaster mushroom body (MB) ɣ neurons . During the larval stages, these unipolar MB ɣ neurons extend primary neurites to form a small dendritic tree, termed the calyx, and then extend bifurcated axons to form two distinct lobes, the medial and the dorsal . During metamorphosis, the dendrites are pruned completely and the axons are pruned up to the branch point; subsequently, MB ɣ neurons regrow their axons and dendrites to form adultspecific connections . While there has been considerable progress in understanding the cell-autonomous regulation of neuronal remodeling (Bornstein et al., 2015; Rabinovich et al., 2016; Watts et al., 2003; Yaniv et al., 2012) , not much is known about whether or how these events are regulated on the circuit level.
In the adult animal, the most investigated role of the MB structure is as a center for associative learning and memory (de Belle and Heisenberg, 1994; Heisenberg et al., 1985; Liu et al., 2016) . The three types of intrinsic MB neurons: ɣ, a 0 /b 0 , and a/b neurons, collectively known as the Kenyon cells (KC), code sensory input that is received mostly from the olfactory projection neurons (PN) . Modulatory neurons such as the GABAergic anterior paired lateral (APL) and the serotonergic dorsal paired medial (DPM) maintain the sparse activity of the Kenyon cells, thus facilitating odor discrimination in the adult (Lin et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2005) . Sensory information encoded by the MB Kenyon cells is further modulated by dopaminergic neurons (DANs) before it is relayed to higher brain areas by MB output neurons (MBONs) (Aso and Rubin, 2016; Tanaka et al., 2008 ).
Although we know that the MB ɣ neurons undergo remodeling, very little is known regarding the development of other members of this circuit. Do the synaptic partners of the ɣ neurons also undergo remodeling, or do the ɣ neurons simply change their connectivity following remodeling? While it has been shown that embryonic born PNs undergo remodeling and innervate the MB calyx at the larvae as well as at the adult (Marin et al., 2005) , whether their remodeling influences or is influenced by MB ɣ remodeling has not been addressed. The APL and DPM neurons could be considered good candidates to answer such questions; each of these neuronal types includes a single neuron per hemisphere, which has been shown to form both pre-and post-synapses with the KCs and thus innervate the entire adult MB structure in a very dense manner (Liu and Davis, 2009; Waddell et al., 2000) . The APL, specifically, has also been shown to innervate the larval MB while exhibiting a different morphology than it does in the adult (Eichler et al., 2017; Masuda-Nakagawa et al., 2014) . Whether the APL/DPM neurons undergo remodeling, and whether that remodeling is coordinated with that of the Kenyon cells, is not known.
Here, we report that the APL neurons indeed undergo stereotypic developmental remodeling during metamorphosis in a similar time frame as ɣ KC remodeling. In addition, we explore the distinct molecular requirements for APL pruning compared to APL regrowth. Finally, we describe that ɣ KC-APL interactions play an instructive role in the coordinated development of APL neurons, and we expand this neuron-neuron interaction to demonstrate that the ɣ KCs play an instructive role in the refinement of the entire olfactory circuit during development.
RESULTS

APL Neurons Undergo Developmental Neuronal
Remodeling in a Similar Time Frame as the MB ɣ Neurons In order to study the development of mushroom body (MB) modulating neurons such as the dorsal paired medial (DPM) and the anterior paired lateral (APL) neurons during metamorphosis, and to delineate whether they undergo neuronal remodeling, we expressed membrane-bound GFP (mCD8::GFP) under the control of various Gal4 drivers known to label these neurons and examined their expression at 3 rd instar larva (L3) and adult stages. We found that most of these Gal4 driver lines do not robustly label the DPM or APL neurons at both larval and adult stages (Figures S1A-S1T). While we were able to visualize the APL neuron at the larval stage with several Gal4 drivers, we were not able to do the same for the DPM neuron. These results could argue that the serotonergic DPM neuron is only born at later stages, consistent with lack of serotonergic staining at this stage (Huser et al., 2012) and the lack of a DPM-like neuron in L1 larval stage (Eichler et al., 2017 ). An alternative explanation could be that a Gal4 that labels the larval DPM neuron is still lacking; in this case, the DPM might not yet express any neurotransmitter, or it might only express GABA, as opposed to the adult DPM, which expresses both GABA and serotonin (Haynes et al., 2015) . In order to address this question, we performed a birthdate staging experiment where we used the Mosaic Analysis with a Repressible Cell Marker (MARCM) technique to induce mitotic recombination at different developmental time points. We found that DPM clones were positively labeled at the adult stage when recombination events were induced during the first 3 days of development, but not when they were induced at L3 larval stage (Figures S1U and S1V), indicating that the DPM neuron is born early during development and suggesting that a Gal4 driver that labels the larval DPM remains to be characterized. These results highlight the dynamic expression of most of the Gal4 enhancer lines and suggest that understanding the developmental sequence of enhancer lines is pertinent for proper analysis of adult phenotypes. In contrast to the DPM neuron, we successfully labeled the larval APL neuron using several Gal4 drivers, most prominently NP0732 and NP2631-Gal4 ( Figures S1C and S1D ), but no single Gal4 labeled the APL cleanly throughout development. Interestingly, a new Gal4 driver line, which is an intersectional line that is comprised of NP2631-Gal4 and GH146-Flp ( Figure S1W ) has been reported, the combination of which was shown to be expressed almost exclusively in the brain in adult APL neuron (Lin et al., 2014 ; Figure 1H ). We exploited this intersectional Gal4 driver, which we now name for simplicity APLi-Gal4 (APL intersectional), and found that in addition to its expression in the adult, it also nicely and selectively labels the larval APL neuron ( Figure 1A ). Since the APL neuron has been shown to express GABA (Liu and Davis, 2009; Masuda-Nakagawa et al., 2014) , we conducted antibody staining and determined that both larval and adult APLi neurons are GABA positive, implying that the APLi-Gal4 labels the APL neuron at these developmental time points (Figures S1X and S1Y).
To concomitantly image both APL and MB ɣ neurons, we combined the APLi-Gal4 line with a Gal4 independent reporter line we have recently generated that labels MB ɣ throughout development and also a subset of a/b neurons in adult brains (82G02:mtdT-3XHA; Rabinovich et al., 2016) . Using these lines, we found that the larval APL neuron ( Figure 1A ) consists of a single cell body that projects a primary ventro-medial process, which bifurcates into two distinct processes prior to reaching the MB structure ( Figure 1A ', arrowheads). One primary process branches and extends an array of neurites that innervates the MB dendrites, also known as the MB calyx ( Figure 1A ', white arrowhead). The second primary APL process enters the MB at the dorsal lobe ( Figure 1A ', yellow arrowhead) and follows the general structure of the MB to innervate both medial and dorsal axonal lobes. Likewise, the adult APL neuron innervates the entire MB structure ( Figure 1H ), but the division to two main primary processes is less evident.
Due to the fact that MB ɣ neurons undergo neuronal remodeling at the onset of metamorphosis, we hypothesized that the APL neuron changes its morphology using similar developmental remodeling processes in order to innervate the adult MB. We therefore performed a detailed time course analysis of the APL/ɣ KC co-development (Figure 1 ). Indeed, we found that by 6 hr after puparium formation (APF) the extensive arbors of the APL neuron begin to undergo what appears to be pruning ( Figure 1B) . By 12 hr APF we found very few APL secondary arborizations, while both primary processes remained intact in the calyx and lobe area of the MB ( Figure 1C ). Regrowth of APL neurites can already be seen at 18 hr APF as an increase in processes innervating the MB calyx ( Figure 1D, arrow) . By 24 hr APF ( Figure 1E ), the APL regrowth is fully underway, as the APL neurites that innervate the MB calyx continue to grow ventrally and follow the general structure of the MB; by 48 hr APF the APL neurites reach the MB lobe branch point and begin innervating the dorsal ɑ' lobe ( Figure 1G ; also see Video S1). At this developmental stage, the ɣ KCs have completed their developmental regrowth, and other KCs (a/b and a 0 /b 0 ) have already extended their projections. Concurrently, the APL neurites continue to grow and innervate the entire adult MB structure. The APL regrowth first innervates the a 0 /b 0 lobes (at 48 to 56 hr APF) and then the a/b lobes (at 66 hr APF) (data not shown) to give rise to the adult form by 72 hr APF (data not shown). Taken together, our detailed analysis of the APL/ɣ KC development suggests that both neuronal types undergo similar remodeling events in a similar time frame ( Figure 1I ), with the ɣ KC regrowth slightly preceding the APL neuron. While the vast majority of the adult APL innervation of the MB structure originates from the calycal primary process ( Figures 1G and 1H , white arrowhead), the lobular primary branch (Figure 1H , yellow arrowhead) seems to remain unchanged during the regrowth phase and perhaps even undergoes atrophy.
Ecdysone Signaling Is Required for APL Pruning and Regrowth
Given that the APL neuron undergoes developmental remodeling in a similar time frame as the MB ɣ neurons, we next asked whether the APL responds to similar molecular cues. It has been well established that the ecdysone receptor B1 (EcR-B1) is required to initiate the pruning of MB ɣ neurons (Lee et al., 2000) . Moreover, ecdysone signaling has also been shown to be required for the remodeling of projection neurons (PN) (Marin et al., 2005) as well as the dendritic arborization (da) sensory neurons and thoracic ventral (Tv) neurons (Kuo et al., 2005; Schubiger et al., 1998) . Based on this crucial role, we asked whether ecdysone could play a role as a master coordinator of global pruning events, and as such also in APL neuronal remodeling. We expressed a dominant negative form of the ecdysone receptor (UAS-EcR-B1-DC655.W650A, hereafter called EcR DN (Cherbas et al., 2003) under the control of the APLi Gal4 driver and examined APL development. We found that expressing EcR DN resulted in exuberant innervation of the MB by the APL neuron at 18 hr APF, which is manifested by a significant increase in both secondary branch number and length (compare Figure 2B to 2A, quantified in Figures 2D and 2E ). These exuberant APL connections persisted at least until 30 hr APF (data not shown). While these data suggest that expression of EcR DN inhibits APL pruning, we were unable to observe unpruned APL neurites in the adult; this might be due to an imaging/anatomic limitation, since regrowth might mask any unpruned neurites, or due to incomplete silencing of EcR dependent signaling. To our surprise, we found that APL neurons that express EcR DN did not innervate the adult ɣ lobe yet did innervate the other MB lobes in a comparable manner to their WT counterparts ( Figure 2F compared to Figure 2G , also Video S2). It is important to mention that in this experiment the MB ɣ neurons were not genetically manipulated and are therefore of WT genotype. To exclude possible indirect effects of EcR DN expression, we decided to perturb EcR function in a few complimentary ways. First, we expressed EcR-RNAi within the APL neurons. EcR RNAi expression induced a severe pruning defect during development ( Figure S2C compared to S2A). Adult APL neurons expressing EcR DN exhibited similar, albeit less severe, regrowth defects compared to EcR-RNAi, as in the latter case the entire innervation of the MB ɣ axons was missing while the innervation of the calyx was unaffected (Figures S2E and S2F arrowheads). Instead, it seems that the larval APL primary processes that persisted within the MB lobe area extended aberrant neurites which were thicker in general (Figure S2E and S2F arrows) . Finally, we also determined APL regrowth in neurons lacking ultraspiracle (usp), a known coreceptor for EcR-B1, shown to be required for the pruning of MB ɣ neurons (Lee et al., 2000) . Because we cannot use the APLi-Gal4 for MARCM experiments, we generated usp mutant MARCM clones using the GH146-Gal4 driver, and although APL clones were extremely rare (±3%), we were able to recapitulate the adult EcR DN phenotype in which the APL neuron did not innervate the adult ɣ lobe specifically (Figures S2G and S2H This dual role of ecdysone signaling, in both pruning and regrowth of the APL, directed us to ask whether APL pruning and regrowth were interdependent: was the defective APL regrowth a consequence of the defective pruning, or are these two independent processes? In order to test this, we used the temperature-sensitive version of the Gal80 inhibitor (Gal80 ts ; McGuire et al., 2003) to temporally control the expression of EcR DN . When we moved the flies to 29 C at the onset of metamorphosis (white pupa), thus initiating the expression of EcR DN ,
we found that APL development seemed comparable to that of the WT form at 18 hr APF ( Figure 2C , quantified in Figures 2D and 2E), with no exuberant neurites apparent. In contrast, the APL innervation of the adult MB ɣ lobe was still lacking (Figure 2H) , suggesting that these two EcR-dependent processes are independent. To ensure that EcR is indeed expressed as well as explore EcR isoform expression during development, we conducted an immuno-staining time course of EcR-A and EcR-B1 in the APL. Interestingly, both EcR-A and EcR-B1 were expressed in the APL at the onset of metamorphosis (0 hr APF; Figures 2I and 2J), while in contrast, only EcR-A was robustly -expressed in the APL at 24 hr and 48 hr APF while EcR-B1 expression was undetectable ( Figures 2K-2N ). These results are consistent with previous findings which show that the EcR-B isoforms are preferentially involved in neuronal pruning (Lee et al., 2000; Schubiger et al., 1998) while the EcR-A isoform is involved in neuronal outgrowth (Schubiger et al., 2003; Truman et al., 1994) . The unique morphology and developmental sequence of the APL neuron allowed us to determine that APL pruning and regrowth are differentially controlled by ecdysone signaling, and that APL outgrowth is likely to be independently regulated by different EcR isoforms (Brown et al., 2006) .
While the precise mechanisms that cause this pruning versus regrowth in the APL remain to be further studied, the fact that reducing EcR signaling in the APL causes a specific avoidance of the APL from the adult MB ɣ lobe suggests that the two neuronal types interact and coordinate their regrowth.
MB ɣ Neuron Developmental Remodeling Is Independent of the APL Neuron
Given the concerted remodeling of MB ɣ and APL neurons, we sought to investigate a potential developmental interaction between the MB ɣ and the APL neurons. To test this hypothesis, we perturbed APL remodeling or ablated the neuron entirely and examined whether remodeling of MB ɣ neurons was affected. Inhibiting APL remodeling by expressing EcR DN using the APLiGal4 driver had no effect on MB ɣ neuron morphology throughout development (data not shown) or at the adult stage (compare Figure S3A to Figure S3B ). We then ablated the APL neuron by expressing Diphtheria toxin (DTI) or Ricin A (RA) driven by the GH146-Gal4. We decided to use GH146 instead of the APLi-Gal4 for two reasons: 1) due to its intersectional strategy, the expression of the APLi-Gal4 is stochastic, thus not enabling us to determine whether ablation of a specific cell took place; and 2) the use of GH146-Gal4 enabled us to ablate not only the APL but also most of the embryonic born PNs (Marin et al., 2005) , which also undergo remodeling. We found that killing the GH146-positive neurons using either DTI or RA, which we confirmed by lack of GFP expression ( Figures S3C, S3D , and data not shown), did not alter MB morphology ( Figures S3C  and S3D ). These results suggest that MB ɣ developmental remodeling does not depend on the existence or remodeling of the APL and PN neurons.
Inhibiting Pruning in MB ɣ Neurons Affects APL Remodeling In order to conduct the reciprocal experiment, where pruning of MB ɣ neurons is inhibited while visualizing the concurrent effects on APL development, we used a second binary system, the QF2-QUAS system (Potter et al., 2010) , together with the Gal4/UAS system. We first confirmed that the GMR71G10-QF2 G4H driver
(hereafter named 71-QF2) (Lin and Potter, 2016) recapitulated the GMR71G10-Gal4 expression pattern throughout development ( Figures 3A, 3C , and data not shown). Next, we used this 71-QF2 to drive the expression of QUAS-EcR DN in MB ɣ neurons and confirmed that it indeed inhibited remodeling ( Figures 3B and  3D left) . Finally, we examined the effect of expressing EcR DN in ɣ neurons on APL remodeling. Inhibiting MB ɣ pruning resulted in significantly more APL branches innervating the unpruned larval MB ɣ axons at 24 hr APF ( Figures 3A and 3B , quantified in Figures 3E and 3F) . Interestingly, these ectopic branches were not longer than their WT counterparts, as opposed to the inhibition of APL pruning by EcR DN expression (Figure 2 ). At the adult stage ( Figures 3C and 3D ), we were not able to visualize these ectopic neurites, most likely due to the fact that the adult APL neurites had regrown and innervated the entire MB structure. However, we found that adult APL neurites innervated the ectopic dorsal ɣ lobe, which is comprised of persistent unpruned ɣ neurons, as determined by a wider APL dorsal lobe ( Figures 3C  and 3D , quantified in Figure 3G ). In summary, we found that inhibiting the pruning of the ɣ MB neurons affects the pruning as well as the re-innervation of the MB by the APL neuron.
Neuronal Activity in MB ɣ Neurons and Nuclear Calcium Signaling in the APL Neuron Are Required for Persistence of Larval APL Neurites How can remodeling of one neuron mechanistically affect the remodeling of another? We hypothesized that, due to the intertwined nature of ɣ MB-APL morphology, the KC-dependent APL remodeling may be mediated by close proximity interactions such as increased adhesion or neuronal activity. In order to examine these non-mutually exclusive possibilities, we performed gain-of-function experiments to artificially increase adhesion between these neurons or, alternatively, loss-offunction experiments to inhibit neural activity of KCs within the context of the ɣ KC-APL development.
The synaptotropic hypothesis implies that active synaptic inputs stabilize dendritic and axonal arbors (Vaughn, 1989) . We therefore first wanted to verify that unpruned MB ɣ axons indeed express synaptic markers during development, as it was previously suggested that most of the CNS synapses are cleared during early stages of metamorphosis (Tasdemir-Yilmaz and Freeman, 2014) . In order to test this, we stained for the presynaptic marker Bruchpilot (Brp) in WT brains and in those that express EcR DN within MB ɣ neurons ( Figured S4F-S4M ). Indeed, we found that unpruned axons displayed increased Brp staining throughout key stages of metamorphosis ( Figures  S4F-S4M and data not shown), suggesting that inhibition of pruning retains not only larval axons, but also their synapses.
Next, we examined whether the APL pruning defect that results from inhibiting the pruning of MB ɣ neurons depends on neuronal activity. We therefore expressed Tetanus toxin (TNT) (Sweeney et al., 1995) or Kir2.1 (Baines et al., 2001) together with EcR DN in MB ɣ neurons.
The resulting MB ɣ neurons should not prune, as they express EcR DN , but should also be unable to either elicit synaptobrevin-mediated vesicle secretion, in the case of TNT expression, or generate depolarized membrane potential when Kir2.1 is expressed. Indeed, MB ɣ neurons expressing EcR DN with or without TNT or Kir2.1 exhibited a pruning defect ( Figures 4A-4C , left panels; compare to WT in Figure 3A) . Remarkably, expressing TNT or Kir2.1 uncoupled the remodeling of the KC and APL as evident by the normal APL remodeling in both cases (Figures 4B' and 4C' compared to 4A'; quantified in Figures 4F and 4G) . These experiments suggest that the coordination of ɣ KC/APL remodeling is mechanistically mediated, at least in part, by ɣ-KC-derived neuronal activity.
We next wanted to investigate the nature of the response within the APL neuron, to the unpruned ɣ KC neuronal activity. In other words, how can neuronal activity from the ɣ KCs inhibit the pruning of the APL neurons? Activity-mediated neuroprotection has been shown to be induced via synaptic receptors and requires that calcium transients enter the nucleus (Papadia et al., 2005 ).
These nuclear calcium transients have the potential to induce Ca 2+ -Calmodulin (CaM) signaling, which in turn regulates a core set of neuroprotective genes (Zhang et al., 2009 . APL neurons were labeled by the APLi-Gal4 driving the expression of mCD8::GFP (A-E) or additionally expressing M13 (D-E) (GFP is gray in A 1 '-E 1 ' and A 2 -E 2 and green in A 1 ''-E 1 ''). Gray (A 1 -E 1 ) and magenta (A 1 ''-E 1 '') represent 71G10-QF2 G4H driving mtdTomato-3XHA (71-QF2). Dashed boxes represent areas that are shown in high magnification in (A 2 -E 2 ) and which were segmented as the primary (blue) or secondary (yellow) branches for quantifications. M13 alone did not interfere with normal APL pruning ( Figure 4D , quantified in 4F and 4G), APL neurons which expressed M13 in brains where MB ɣ pruning was inhibited underwent normal pruning, essentially suppressing the MB ɣ-induced APL pruning defect ( Figure 4E , quantified in 4F and 4G).
Increased KC-APL Adhesion Is Sufficient to Inhibit Pruning of both ɣ and APL Neurons Another, non-mutually exclusive possibility through which MB ɣ neurons could influence the development of APL neurons is via neuronal adhesion. In order to increase adhesion between the APL and the KC neurons during development, we utilized the fact that MB ɣ neurons endogenously express the neuronal cell adhesion (N-Cam) ortholog Fascicilin 2 (FasII) (Crittenden et al., 1998) , and that we have previously shown that downregulating FasII mediated adhesion within ɣ neurons is a required step in remodeling (Bornstein et al., 2015) . Thus, we overexpressed FasII in the APL neurons throughout development using the APLi-Gal4. Interestingly, at 18 hr APF, this resulted in a pruning defect in both the APL neuron, as manifested as an increase in both secondary branch number and length, and the MB ɣ neurons ( Figure S4 ; compare S4A to S4B; quantified in S4C and S4E). These results indicate that artificially increasing adhesion between two neighboring neurons is sufficient to inhibit pruning of both APL and MB ɣ neurons.
In summary, our data demonstrate that membrane depolarization of MB ɣ neurons and neurotransmitter secretion are required in order to mediate MB-dependent APL pruning. Furthermore, our data suggest that nuclear Ca 2+ -CaM signaling in APL neurons is required to induce the neuroprotective influence brought by the unpruned ɣ neurons. Moreover, artificially increasing adhesion between the KCs and the APL neurons is sufficient to induce a pruning defect in both neuronal populations. Taken together, these results suggest that neuronal activity via Ca 2+ -CaM signaling can be used as a coordination mechanism in remodel- ten as 71-QF2; gray in E 1 and F 1 and magenta in the merged panels). The DPM neurons were labeled by the c316-Gal4 driving the expression of mCD8::GFP (gray in E 2 -F 2 ). Colocalization between mtdT and GFP signals was achieved using the Imaris software and is shown in gray (E 2 ' and F 2 ') and white (merged panels). Dashed boxes represent areas of high magnification images in (E 2 ) and (F 2 ). Scale bar represents 30 mm in (E 1 -F 1 ) and 10 mm elsewhere.
ing neurons in parallel to or in combination with localized regulation of adhesion (see more in Discussion).
Inhibiting Pruning of MB ɣ Neurons Elicits Global Defects in Olfactory Circuit Connectivity
We next asked whether the ectopic adult innervation of unpruned MB ɣ neurons by the APL neuron is unique or represents a more global phenomenon, such that inhibition of MB ɣ pruning affects the development and adult morphology of other neurons as well. To this end, we induced a MB ɣ pruning defect by expressing EcR DN in MB ɣ neurons and examined different neurotransmitter populations by staining against 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT, marks serotonergic neurons, Figures 5A and 5B) or tyrosine hydroxylase (TH, marks dopaminergic neurons, Figures 5C and 5D ) together with the presynaptic scaffold protein Bruchpilot (Brp) ( Figures  5A-5D ). Additionally, we examined the innervation pattern of the serotonergic DPM neuron in WT brains or in brains in which MB ɣ pruning was inhibited (Figures 5E and 5F ; Video S3). Using colocalization experiments between Brp and TH/5HT or DPM membranes, we highlighted potential synapses between these different neuronal populations and the unpruned ɣ neurons (Figures 5A-5F , merged panels). These results indicate that, in a similar fashion to the APL, other neuronal populations displayed ectopic innervations onto unpruned MB ɣ neurons in the adult. To strengthen the hypothesis that these are indeed synapses between unpruned MB ɣ neurons and the dopaminergic or serotonergic neurons, we performed super-resolution imaging of brains with unpruned MB ɣ neurons stained against TH and 5-HT as well as Brp (Figures S5A and S5B ; Video S4). Using these images, we observed colocalization of the TH/5-HT staining not only with the Brp staining but also with the unpruned ɣ neuronal membranes. These results suggest that these ectopic presynapses belong to the MB ɣ neurons and are in close enough proximity to the TH/5-HT signal to be considered a potentially active synapse with functional relevance.
Taken together, these results indicate that inhibition of MB ɣ pruning impacts the architecture and connectivity of its neighboring neurons and may also have a significant influence on the functionality of the olfactory circuit in the adult.
DISCUSSION
Developmental neuronal remodeling is a widely conserved strategy used to refine the circuitry of nervous systems across the animal kingdom (Luo and O'Leary, 2005) . While there have been many individual reports of remodeling neurons, how and if the CNS orchestrates its refinement is unclear. One of the best-studied paradigms for neuronal remodeling is the Drosophila mushroom body ɣ neurons (MB ɣ) , which undergo gross morphological changes during metamorphosis in order to give rise to their distinct adult morphology. Here we characterize the developmental remodeling of another neuronal subtype, which innervates and is innervated by the KCs and as such is a part of the MB structure, the Drosophila anterior paired lateral (APL) neuron. We show that the APL undergoes a similar process of ecdysone-dependent remodeling concurrently with the MB ɣ neurons. Taken together, this suggests that a coordinating mechanism between the different remodeling neurons of the MB circuit may exist. Indeed, we show that when we cell-autonomously inhibit the pruning of MB ɣ neurons, APL remodeling is inhibited as well. Moreover, we found that neuronal activity within the unpruned MB ɣ neurons is required for this MB dependent APL pruning inhibition and that nuclear Ca 2+ -CaM signaling mediates this within the APL neuron. Finally, we show that unpruned MB ɣ neurons are innervated by serotonergic, dopaminergic, and GABAergic neurons and that these ectopic innervations have the potential for functional relevance in the adult olfactory circuit.
The ''MB Micro-Circuit'' Undergoes Neuronal Remodeling in a Seemingly Coordinated Fashion Since dendritic remodeling was first described in the hornworm moth (Truman and Reiss, 1976 ) many examples of individual neurons that undergo remodeling have been described. In Drosophila, for example, they include the crustacean cardioactive peptide (CCAP)-expressing neurons, the dendritic arborization (da) sensory neurons, the thoracic ventral neurons (Tv) (Schubiger et al., 1998) , the projection neurons (PN), and the mushroom body ɣ neurons (MB) among others. In some of these cases the larval and adult circuitry is known , but for most, the larval connectivity is unknown and the consequences of the remodeling on the pre-and post-synaptic partners are unstudied. The MB ɣ neurons and the projection neurons comprise part of the ''MB circuit'' where the PNs constitute the major input signal onto the MB calyx. Here we identified and characterized a third neuronal subtype in the MB circuit, the APL neuron, that undergoes developmental remodeling in a similar time frame and utilizing similar signaling modalities. The fact that the basic connectivity between these three neuronal populations is similar before and after metamorphosis coupled to the fact that they undergo remodeling concurrently suggests the presence of a coordination mechanism and present us with a unique opportunity to examine the properties of such developmental interactions.
A similar notion has been described in the mammalian retinogeniculate circuit. Retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), which receive input from the retina, project to the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN), where they innervate relay cells (Guido, 2008) . These relay cells serve as the principal conduit of information between the retina and visual cortex (Sherman and Guillery, 2002) , and have been shown to develop and mature during early postnatal life to give rise to their adult characteristics (Guido, 2008) . This postnatal maturation of the relay cells has been shown to rely, in part, on trophic signals arising from RGC neuronal connections during early postnatal development (El-Danaf et al., 2015) .
Taken together, it is plausible that developing neurons indeed employ a coordination mechanism to allow for the formation and development of complete and functional circuits. Whether this is active coordination between the neurons themselves or an extrinsic factor, such as ecdysone in the case of Drosophila, which orchestrates the entire process remains to be seen.
Neuron-Neuron Interaction Plays an Important Role in Developmental Remodeling
The synaptotropic hypothesis was originally articulated by Vaughn and outlines general elements which are required for the establishment of synaptic connections (Vaughn, 1989) . Although the synaptotropic hypothesis is often simplified as ''Synaptic input governs the elaboration of the dendritic arbor,'' a broader interpretation of the hypothesis could be that an exchange of information between pre-and post-synaptic elements biases the course of subsequent events (Cline and Haas, 2008) . Classic experiments by Hubel and Wiesel have shown that neuronal activity shapes the ocular dominance columns, suggesting that ocular neuronal activity has the potential to instruct the remodeling of cortical targets (reviewed in Hubel & Wiesel 1998) . Indeed, El-Danaf and colleagues have generated a mouse devoid of RGCs and have shown that the maturation of dLGN relay cells depends on intact RGC input and neuronal activity (El-Danaf et al., 2015; Katz and Shatz, 1996) . Interestingly, Constance et al. (2018) recently demonstrated that synaptic-based adhesion can instruct arbor growth independently of neuronal activity by stabilizing growing filopodia. Taken together, the relative role of neuronal adhesion and activity in the establishment and refinement of neuronal circuits is still widely debated and warrants further investigation.
In the context of neuronal remodeling, we show that inhibition of MB ɣ pruning delays APL pruning and influences the final adult connectivity of the MB circuit. Interestingly, inhibition of APL pruning, or even genetic ablation of both the APL and PN neurons, does not affect adult MB morphology. Two potential hypotheses arise. One would be that the MB has an instructive role in remodeling of this circuit and influences the development of its neighboring neurons, but not vice versa. The MB has indeed been suggested to act as a coordinator of brain wiring by potentially secreting guidance molecules such as slit (Oliva et al., 2016) . Nevertheless, the fact that flies are viable and behave relatively normally after MB ablation (de Belle and Heisenberg, 1994) argues that there must be compensatory mechanisms to wire the system. Alternatively, the asymmetry might stem from the difference in the numbers of each cell type: while MB ɣ neurons comprise a group of 700 neurons per hemisphere (Aso et al., 2014) , the embryonic born PNs are only dozens and the APL is just one cell per hemisphere. As a result, each APL or PN neurite contacts many individual KCs, while each KC contacts one APL neuron and a handful of PNs. Therefore, a global change in KC morphology is more likely to significantly impact the APL, and presumably also PN neuronal morphology, than vice versa. We posit that the effect MB-ɣ neurons have on APL morphology is mediated by means of close-proximity interneuronal interaction. Two non-mutually exclusive mechanisms which can mediate such neuronal communication would be cell adhesion and neuronal activity. We found that neuronal activity is required to mediate the interneuronal communication, while artificially increasing cell adhesion is sufficient to inhibit pruning. Furthermore, our results suggest that the acquired neuroprotection of the APL neurites brought by the ectopic neural activity originating from the unpruned MB ɣ neurons is mediated, at least in part, by nuclear Ca 2+ -CaM signaling. Therefore, our results suggest that, even though each neuron has the cell-autonomous potential to prune during metamorphosis, generating persistent connectivity by ectopic activity, increased adhesion, or possibly a combination of both has the ability to override the intrinsic remodeling program. The precise mechanisms by which synapses influence coordination between different neuronal populations to give rise to the distinct and stereotypic adult morphology and the exact machinery and role of neuronal activity versus adhesion in these interactions remains to be further investigated.
Adult Neuronal Connectivity Is Influenced by Perturbations to Developmental Remodeling Defects in neuronal remodeling have been suggested to play a role in many neuropsychiatric conditions, such as synesthesia (Bargary and Mitchell, 2008) , autism spectrum disorders (Tang et al., 2014; Thomas et al., 2016) , and schizophrenia (Cocchi et al., 2016) . Indeed, mechanisms which have been implicated in neuronal remodeling, such as synaptic pruning by the complement system (Schafer et al., 2012) , have been recently linked to the progression of both schizophrenia and Alzheimer's disease (Hong et al., 2016; Sekar et al., 2016) . Here we show that perturbing developmental remodeling in a single neuronal population can result in mis-wiring of an entire circuit during development and in the adult. This is demonstrated by the fact that inhibiting remodeling of MB ɣ neurons affects other neurons of the olfactory circuit, such as the APL, as well as dopaminergic and serotonergic neurons, which actually form ectopic connections with the persistent MB larval axons. These ectopic innervations are not only morphological abnormalities but also have the potential of being functional, as shown by colocalization with the pre-synaptic active zone protein Bruchpilot. Taken together, our data suggest that miswiring of one neuronal type may have profound implications on the general connectivity of the adult nervous system. Extending these finding into humans suggests that even a relatively minor defect in remodeling of specific cell populations may change the circuit in a substantial manner and result in a system-wide defect which underlies the pathological condition.
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UAS-R-GCAGTAGCCTCATCATCACTAGATGGCATTTCTTC) which was cloned into 10xUAS-IVS-Syn21 using BP LR clonase (Invitrogen) and injected into VK00017 AttP landing site by BestGene.
To construct pQUAS-EcR DN , we first generated pQUAS-Gateway-SV40-attB from source vectors pQUAS-mTdT and pUASTGateway-SV40-attB. We PCR-amplified QUAS from pQUAS-mTdT using the primers: F ACGCATGCAGCTCTCCGGATCCAAGC (SphI) R: ATCTCGAGAACGAATTCCCAATTCCCTA (XhoI) We digested pUAST-Gateway-SV40-attB and the QUAS PCR product with SphI and XhoI and ligated these fragments together. QUAS-EcR DN flies were generated by amplifieung EcR DN sequence out of a UAS-EcR DN fly and TOPO cloned into pENTR to generate pENTR-EcR DN , using the following primers:
F: CACCCAAAATGAAGCGGCGCTGG R: GATGGCATGAACGTCGGCGA A stop codon was added by using the same forward primer and a reverse primer with additional stop codon and re-cloned into pENTR F: CACCCAAAATGAAGCGGCGCTGG R: CTAGATGGCATGAACGTCGGCGA The final pQUAS-EcR DN was assembled by gateway reaction with LR clonase II between pENTR-EcR DN and pQUAS-Gateway-SV40-attB. The QUAS-Kir2.1 as well as the QUAS-TNT lines were a kind gift from Chris Potter.
Cell ablation
Expressing either one of the toxins under the control of the GH146-Gal4 driver resulted in early lethality, which we were able to circumvent by silencing Gal4 expression during early development via expression of a temperature sensitive Gal80. Wandering 3 rd instar larvae were transferred from the Gal80 permissive temperature (18 C) to the Gal80 restrictive temperature (29 C) where the flies were allowed to eclose and were dissected 3-5 days after eclosion.
MARCM and Immunostaining
APL MARCM clones were generated using embryonic stage heat shock and examined at adult, as described previously .
DPM MARCM clones were generated using heat shock at the indicated times and using the c316-Gal4 driver. Drosophila brains were dissected in cold ringer solution, fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 20 minutes at room temperature (25 C) or for 2 hours at 4 C for the brp, 5HT and TH staining on a nutator, after which brains were washed several times in PB-T (phosphate buffer supplemented with 0.3% triton-x) blocked using heat inactivated goat serum and subjected to primary antibody staining overnight at 4 C, followed by three washes with PBT, then staining with secondary antibodies for 2 hours at RT, secondary antibodies were quickly washed with PBT and then washed again 3 times.
Imaging and image processing
All stained brains were mounted on Slowfade (Invitrogen) and imaged on Zeiss LSM 710 or 800 confocal microscopes. Images were processed with ImageJ (NIH).
Colocalization was done using Imaris 9.1 (Bitplane), briefly; background noise was subtracted using rolling ball background subtraction algorithm, and colocalization threshold was then calculated using automated threshold parameters (Costes et al., 2004) . 3D rendering, segmentation, and movies were done using the Imaris software.
Super resolution imaging was achieved using a Zeiss LSM 800 confocal equipped with an Airy detector.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
In all cases, significance was calculated using either 2 tailed paired Student's t test or one-way ANOVA (Figure 4 ) and *** represent a P value lower than 0.001; ** represent a P value lower than 0.01 and * represents a P value lower than 0.05, specific p values and sample sizes are indicated in the relevant figure legend. Quantifications for Figure 2 , 3, 4 and S4 were achieved using FIJI and the simple neurite tracer plugin (Longair et al., 2011) . The APL primary branch innervating the MB lobes was segmented and denoted as the primary branch and branches protruding from it in the MB dorsal lobe area were segmented, denoted as secondary branches, counted and length was measured.
Quantifications of APL and MB innervations for Figure 4S E were done using FIJI by subtracting the sum intensity of a specific ROI (defined in x, y and z), in either the MB dorsal or medial lobe regions from background sum intensity of an identical ROI elsewhere in the image, and comparing the resulting average intensity between genotypes.
